
Love My Pets 

Boarding Agreement 

This Agreement is made between Love My Pets and the Parent of the Pets(s) listed 

below and shall govern all stays at LMP. 

 

Pet Parent(s); ________________________________________________________ 

Address; _____________________________________________________ 

City/State; _______________________________________ Zip _______________ 

Phone number;_________________________Email_______________________________ 

Cell number(s), __________________________- _____________________________ 

Family member, emergency name, number, 

__________________________________#______________________ 

Pets; ________________ __________________ ________________ _________________ 

Veterinarian_________________________________________________________________

Vaccinations Current__________Yes_____________No 

Vaccinations ( 5 in 1) will be provided at a charge of $15.00 per pet not including rabies. 

Boarding Care of Pet(s) 

LMP agrees to provide reasonable care at all times, a sanitary shelter, the feeding, exercise, 

comfort, play and living environment. Pet Parent acknowledges that they have been informed, in detail     

the boarding arrangements at Love My Pets, the conditions are acceptable. Special care instructions 

shall be provided by Pet Parent in writing LMP reserves the right to refuse service. 

Special Notes: 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Fees, Charges: 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________



___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Food, Medicine: 

We provide Beneful Puppy and Iams Smart Puppy as it is easier on digestion. If this is unacceptable or 

another food is preferred, It will be provided  by the Parent. Any medications will also be the sole 

responsibility of the pet parent. 

 

Emergency: 

The utmost care is given to each pet staying with us, and we love each one as our own. Unfortunately, 

things can happen that are beyond our control. If your pet develops a medical condition or if 

an emergency does arise requiring veterinary care for Pet, care will be provided by Bienville Animal 

Medical Center. 

LMP will notify Owner of the emergency as soon as reasonably possible (with deference given to 

the urgency required for treatment of Pet) at the contact information provided. It will be the 

responsibility of the parent to pay any costs incurred. 
 

 

Play Group Authorization and Release:__________________Yes__________________No 

 

Parent would like Pet(s) _________ _________ _________ _________ to be allowed in 

playgroups. Owner understands and acknowledges that there is always the possibility of injury to 

Pet either to itself or by another dog, and that dogs may be unpredictable. Owner hereby releases 

from any and all liability LMP (and all of its care providers, owners, officers and employees) for 

any injury to Pets associated with being in a playgroup. 

Limitation of LMP: 

The maximum liability of LMP for any failure to perform hereunder or for any harm, other than 

intentional and willful, to Pet(s) for any situation shall be the cost of the stay during which the 

harm may have occurred, but not to exceed $500.00. There shall be no liability for acts of nature, 

ingestion of foreign objects, insect infestation or bites, contact with wildlife, lightening or other 

Acts of God. 

Understood, agreed and accepted 

 

 

 

Owner:_______________________________________     Date:___________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

LMP:_______________________________________     Date:___________________________ 
 


